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Introduction
As the Electric Power Grid is structured today in North America, there are many independent and mostly
isolated partitions, termed “Grids” in this paper, each with particular data sensing or data control. While
all of these partitions are solidly connected via conductors, breakers and transformers, etc., the partitions
are defined by functionality such as consumer loads, distribution, substations, tie stations, generators,
transmission and data management/control of each of these. The means of large scale transferring of data
between the partitions are difficult with custom and proprietary interfaces. Most of the existing control
centers operate with proprietary communications protocols and proprietary data management and control
platforms. Data availability necessary for Grid Operations’ control of generation, transmission,
distribution and consumer loads requires “End to End” communications which is practically impossible
given today’s circumstances. For a variety of historical and market reasons, the grids in North America
have been built — arguably they have mutated — as an unfortunate “Balkanized Tower of Babel” The
SmartGrid is largely a software project with the alignment needed of the millions of Distribution and
Transmission devices to the communications standards appropriate for their partition requirements. Such
systematic communication is crucial for the success of the Smart Grid [BBG+08]. Yet the necessary
interoperability across this wide geographic scope is unthinkable given this current state of affairs in data
communications for our power grids.
The few instances of utilizing communications standards have sustainability problems because of
obsolescence or lack of device compliance to the very standards intended for interoperability. Standards
alone cannot produce interoperability, even in the best of worlds.
A uniform device compliance mechanism must be incorporated. Utilities are becoming aware of the
needs to upgrade their systems for a more intelligent Grid. The obvious needs for better reliability and
upgrading to accommodate national objectives such as energy independence must still fall within the
bounds of successful business models. The economic feasibility must be there. Wholesale change-out
of field devices is difficult if not impossible to justify because of the life remaining value of most of the
field devices.
Utilities and Manufacturers need an architecture and compliance model allowing the Utilities to build
their Grids piecemeal and allowing the individual Utility Grids to naturally grow and connect together as
the millions of distribution field devices and tens of thousands of transmission substation and tie station
devices are changed out with SmartGrid certified devices.
The devices and data networks of tomorrow must be better equipped for the low latency and other
stringent QoS properties required to sense anomalies over the entire span of all connected and interdependant Utility Grids [Bak09b]. Grid control centers of today receive data approximately two seconds

after catastrophic events which is often too late for avoidance of system instability and ultimately
cascaded system segment blackouts.
Manufacturers are becoming aware of the need for better information availability, but are being drawn
toward “Off the shelf Internet technologies and networks such as web services”. As Ken Birman from
Cornell University has warned [Bir06],
“We’re poised to put air-traffic control, banking, military command-and-control,
electronic medical records, and other vital systems into the hands of a profoundly
insecure, untrustworthy platform cobbled together from complex legacy software
components”.
As he and other computer scientists have warned, the Internet is inherently too slow, unpredictable and
unsecure for the future SmartGrid data sensing and control at the most sensitive needs for low latency.
Also, the inflexibility of today’s communications networks does not manage the different latency and
other QoS needs for various system data. Guaranteed latency and predictability through a “Quality of
Service” (QoS) function that is suitable for fast wide-area protection and control is paramount. Another
looming challenge is the overwhelming scale of instrumentation at hundreds of thousands of locations for
fault diagnosis needed to occur automatically and in real time while being secured against intrusion or
terrorist attack to determine the fundamental science of collecting management information or proper
replication for such a large magnitude. Again, Birman notes [Bir06]:
“Our inability to solve the large-scale problem is due to market forces. Vendors are
reluctant because customers are not demanding solutions and DARPA, NSF and
other agencies are also reluctant to fund because these types of investments of
research may not translate directly into better solutions. Without backing to explore
robustness issues, researchers have moved to greener pastures”.
Again, the Utilities and Manufacturers desperately need a well described road map for their
communications systems upgrading and device products planning respectively. It is a crucial requirement
that this includes a well-considered architecture for data delivery services — not just low-level protocols
cobbled together in arbitrary combinations — that spans generation, transmission and distribution, as well
as likely future monitoring by NERC and possibly also DHS. Without this systematic foundation of
communications ease across the Grid, the intelligence desired for the ultimate SmartGrid will be unwieldy
and difficult if not impossible to achieve. In this case, the “smart” grid will end up being rather “dumb”,
at great cost to society.
The costs of this “dumb grid” will be very large. According to the Galvan Institute, interruptions in our
power supply costs the US an estimated $150 billion a year [Gal09]. If the data delivery situation is not
radically improved, this number will likely go up dramatically. The grid is being operated closer to its
safety margins each year, not enough transmission lines are being built, and now new kinds of power such
as wind and solar and other distributed generation resources are being added without adequate monitoring
services. These are all strongly destabilizing trends. Indeed, the US Dept of Energy recognized that these
integration issues are among “key infrastructure issues” [DOE08b].

Today’s “Not So Smart” Grid
The limited capabilities of the present power grid’s communication system in turn limit the kinds of
protection and control that can be done [HBB05, TBV+05]. With the exception of the initial power
equipment problems in the renowned August 14, 2003 blackout, the on-going and cascading failures were
almost exclusively due to problems in providing the right information to the right place within the right
time [Cle07]. The failure providing reliable real-time data is the root cause of major blackouts [AF06].
The communications being spoken of here are limited to the Grid Operation Centers of which the data
sensors are providing data from the generation transmission ties and substations only. Presently, the small
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latency (<2msec) needed for Grid Reliability actions is woefully accommodated. Typically two or more
seconds have elapsed before the Grid Operator sees the event which may have already produced
irreversible system instability for a system blackout.
The aforementioned crippling blackouts precipitated governmental activity to remedy such vulnerability
of the North American power grid. A statement of work to deliver a North American SynchroPhasor
Initiative Network (NASPInet) to the Department of Energy (DOE) National Energy Technology
Laboratory (NETL) was submitted in May of 2008. The description of the NASPInet components and
operational requirements are detailed in this document [DOE08a].
Consider also, that communications availability to the remaining portions of the power grid could be
important to reliability. Reduction of consumer loads could effectively act as a strategically placed
generator of the proper size to re-establish stability. Beyond reliability issues, many other economical
enterprises are enabled with the entire grid’s set of devices able to communicate with each other, of
course, with the limitations of security and “Need to know” permission.
The Grid of today is splintered and isolated with many proprietary systems. These proprietary systems
may be vying to be the de-facto methodology in a particular domain or simply may enjoy the single
supplier environment. There are also communication networks and devices that have attempted to
provide interoperability with available standards, but have failed because of the lack of a uniform third
party compliance entity for certification to insure interoperability.
As seen in Figure 1. “Today’s Not So SmartGrid Architecture” starting on Home/Commercial Area
Networks (HAN/CANnets), the connectivity between the emerging Home Area Networks (HANs) and
the Utility Distribution Network (DistributionNet) is through the Utility meter. Unless the meter provides
a standard communications interface for the any/many HANs to mate to, this will be a limitation as well
as an expensive bottleneck. The zeal of the meter manufacturers to develop various HAN interfaces
within their meters will likely be viewed as a premature miss step that must be reversed [WACKS02]. In
order to create and maintain an effective method of communicating demand/response data to/from
customer loads and distributed resources, the Utilities must provide standard interface modules to both
meters and to the residential/commercial owners’ HAN/CAN energy management automation controllers
[WACKS02]. The comm. modules interfacing from meters to the DistributionNet and from the
home/commercial energy management automation controllers’ to the DistributionNet interfaces should be
the same, however, the meters and energy management automation controllers (EMAC)s should be
interfaced by the comm. modules to the DistributionNet independently.
Let’s assume that there may be more than one Home Area Network (HAN) competing communications
technologies. The meter manufacturer will be placed in the predicament of dealing with all of the
commercially available HANs. There are over 30 known HANs in existence today. Ultimately, the
utility pays for all of this development work for multiple home area networks and commercial/industrial
area networks via each of the meter manufacturers’ devices that are purchased. Beyond the multiple
efforts of the utility metering manufacturers, look at what the home appliance manufacturers are faced
with. Must they also provide multiple interfaces to the various HANs and CANs ? What about the
Distributed Resources? If the Utility and consumer have an interest in a contract for the delivery of the
Distributed Resource to the Grid, does the Distributed Resource manufacturer provide multiple interfaces
to accommodate each of the HANs or CANs?
The special case of the Electric Vehicle (EV) being mobile and receiving energy, but sometimes
providing energy to the grid screams loudly of the need to interface to the Utility and be regarded as a
mobile meter with an address. Multiple interfaces for the EV to various home and commercial area
networks will be very confusing to the car manufacturers. Although the initial response may indicate a
preference of the EV to just plug into wherever it is with no billing communications, providing power and
communications interface guidance now will allow opportunities to emerge without confusing limitations.
This is also true with any devices expected to interface with HANs and CANs. Any device forecast that
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indicates potential need to communicate with the Utility for Demand Response must have the guidance of
interface requirements.
In Figure 1, existing Demand curtailment systems exist and work satisfactorily for load reduction,
however, these systems are typically proprietary and isolated. The end-device-disconnect modules at the
consumers’ homes or businesses are typically hardwired to the hot water heater or other appliance or load
to be curtailed. The curtailment is typically isolated from the emerging energy management systems
within the home or commercial establishment.
Distribution Automation is not immune to today’s isolated system identity. These systems for distribution
line equipment automation work satisfactorily; however, these systems are also typically proprietary and
isolated.
The Manufacturers are not alone with the responsibility for miss steps on the rocky road in front of the
SmartGrid. Albeit, the marketing and sales of the manufacturers will develop and sell what the Utility
desires or that which the Utility can be convinced to purchase, ultimately, the driving force for the proper
architecture and the interoperable devices within the architecture rests with the wise use of Utilities’
purchase orders. In the present state of affairs, the Utilities with their best intentions and following their
most fervent desires to obtain the elusive SmartGrid goals of interoperability of their devices, networks
and enterprises have no overall recommended architecture to view. They do not have a template to
collectively order systems and devices to accomplish a grid with smartness. The Utilities should spend
their resources carefully to avoid wasting perhaps all that their budget plans allow for the SmartGrid path
for a system that is not capable of the SmartGrid goals. It is incumbent upon the Utilities to be aware of
the entire Grid requirements as a whole and to purchase systems and field devices that are based upon the
SmartGrid foundation of interoperability. As mentioned earlier and with more emphasis, there must soon
be architectural guidance with Standard communications protocols and compliance mechanisms for the
Utilities’ piecemeal development of the SmartGrid partitions.
Utility SCADA systems in the US do use a standard communications protocol, Distributed Network
Protocol (DNP3) over TCP/IP. It is maintained by the DNP users group who provide test procedures to
certification companies resulting in a very desirable environment of interoperability. DNP3 is a simple
protocol with very efficient use of bandwidth and it is very reliable [EPRI 05]. In today’s Grid, DNP3 is
a bright spot for these reasons. Unfortunately, tomorrow’s grid will need more from the substation
domain’s communication. Beyond the need for a lower latency in the gathering of data, the data will be
necessarily shared between other domains. The simple point list oriented data of DNP3 is adequate for
the single domain operation, however, it will be unmanageable with the required detailed mapping of its
information to be shared between domains. Analysis and testing done with DNP3 has determined that
DNP3 does indeed provide inadequate service and needs work on several layers of its WAN deployment.
“As DNP3 protocol was not originally developed to be used in WAN, significant attention is required to
enhance the message structure of DNP3 protocol especially on the application layer” [Maung]. “Detailed
experimental analysis on DNP3 over WAN has given significant results and the performance
characteristic of the DNP3 protocol. The experimental result showed that DNP3 over WAN has
significant propagation delay which could lead to major failure in power systems due its possible data
traffic increase in the power system network” [Maung] “ After successful development of DNP3 protocol
in OPNET modeler, further work was carried out to enhance DNP3 protocol in order to provide less
propagation delay. Desirable and reliable results were obtained from the development process.” [Maung].
DNP3 is very compact, but its large latency is due mainly to the need to poll information repeatedly from
a single master. Also, DNP3 utilizes TCP/IP as the lower communication layers and is limited to the
internet static properties, operational practices, performance characteristics and load characteristics
[BHG+07]. It is not just cyber-security that is a problem with TCP/IP. Computer science researchers
have long understood that “Off the shelf Internet technologies and networks such as web services” while
“reliable” and quite useful for general purpose web applications, is inadequate for many mission-critical
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wide-area applications, because it has narrow coverage of failures and a high and unpredictable latency
[BHG+07]. For a recent study, see [BCH+05]. For these reasons, DNP3 may be forced into
displacement to provide the necessarily small latency for the SmartGrid and manageable data. DNP3 as
supported by its users group has been a model for interoperability in the US and hopefully this same
group can adjust and support the next communications protocol capable of the latency requirements well
beyond the substation via a NASPInet such as GridStat This future set of requirements is accommodated
in the TC57 standards of IEC 61850 in conjunction with IEC 61970 and IEC 61968. These standards are
recommended for the transmission partition for substations, tie stations and generation plants with
modifications to match the QoS requirements of the NASPInet data highway.

Inadequacy of Standard Internet Protocols for mission critical Grid applications
The question often arises, “Why not just use the internet’s common protocols such as TCP and UDP to
implement power system monitoring and control applications within the transmission substations, tie
stations, generators and control operations?” The answer requires understanding of the major differences
in the operating context and required characteristics of the Internet and an Electric Power Information
Network (EPInet) such as NASPInet/GridStat [BHG09]:
1. Static properties,
2. Operational practices,
3. Performance characteristics and
4. Load characteristics.
Of the static attributes, the Internet has approximately one billion hosts and it forwards, on demand, data
from any one of them to any other. This contrasts with the requirements and properties of an Electric
Power Internet (EPInet) such as the emerging NASPInet, with an EPInet hosting several orders of
magnitude less. An EPInet design yields high quality delivery to a known set of customers for a known
set of applications that are slowly changing [BHG09]. Operational practices differ in admission control
and the frequency and control of topology changes. Because all comers are welcome to the Internet, new
hosts can be added with the IP backbones expected to provide at a minimum “Best effort” delivery for
each and every packet. EPInets have admission control perimeters which control both addition of new
equipment and acceptance of packet traffic. The traffic control is essential to providing real time service.
The internet router configurations can be changed without warning leading to changes in paths taken by
data. Also, there is no single location that knows more than a tiny fraction of the network topology. The
data just gets forwarded towards its destination at each router according to that router’s current knowledge
of the topology. Thus, Internet routing algorithms are subject to short term instability when links or
routers fail or are reconfigured. This is unacceptable for an EPInet. Topology changes for an EPInet are
to be coordinated previous to operation to ensure QoS requirements continue to be met [BHG09]. The
service and performance characteristics between the EPInet and Internet rest mainly with the ability of
EPInet to maintain a level of predictability for the real time applications. EPInets limit their traffic load
using admission control. Packet loss is resolved by multiple disjoint paths for each periodically updated
variable (PUV).
The Internet also lacks admission control, thus, the lack of predictability of service. The Internet rarely
makes the latency deadline when a packet is dropped. Recently proposed transport protocol design for the
Internet, such as SCTP [OY02] and DCCP [KHF06] attempt to address some of the shortcomings of the
Internet’s main transport protocols, TCP and UDP, however, all work under the constraints of traffic
detection. Real time traffic of an EPInet requires reserved bandwidth and congestion avoidance rather
than congestion detection utilized by Internet protocols [BHG09]. The Internet design for its data and the
EPInet design for its intended data illustrate the general versus a specific set of capabilities respectively.
The data traffic carried on the Internet is unconstrained by design. The data traffic carried on the EPInet
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is very constrained which in turn allows EPInets to meet QoS requirements that are beyond reach in the
Internet. In particular, the power grid sensors called synchrophasors or phasor measurement units
(PMUs) have GPS accurate clocks and produce 30 – 250 updates per second. The care of preserving the
precise global snapshots of the PMUs is a design requirement in the EPInets [BHG09].

Tomorrow’s SmartGrid
As opposed to the disarray of systems in “Today’s Not So SmartGrid”, “Tomorrow’s SmartGrid” will:
1. Consolidate functions within the natural partitions
2. Utilize standardized interfaces for devices
3. Utilize standardized communications protocols for data sensor devices
4. Utilize enterprise application standards
5. Implement a low latency Data Bus and Management Bus system for the substation, generation,
transmission tie stations utilizing publish-subscribe data delivery service and stringent QoS
advocated via a NASPI net such as GridStat [BHG+07]
6. Implement one or more communication standards over-sight committee(s) to insure proper and
uniform compliance and certification of data sensor end devices, communications bridges, other
communications network(s) devices and applications.
In Figure 2 and Figure 5, “Tomorrow’s SmartGrid” architecture, and “Tomorrow’s Utility
DistributionNet”, it is seen that there is now proposed only one “Utility DistributionNet”. This
communications net for Distribution may consist of multiple vendor networks; however, they all utilize
their networks to deliver the same payload. The payload is the ANSI C12.19 data with C12.22 rewrite
attributes of addressability for the upstream C12.22 communications relays and C12.22 master relay of
that system. It should be noted that the DistributionNet described is not expected to have the extremely
small latency and strict QoS requirements that the transmission partition communications’ needs. The
Internet and other IP based networks are certainly adequate for the distribution partition in the coming
years. Although there may be a future need to migrate the transmission NASPInet beyond the
transmission partition into the distribution partition, the immediate tomorrow will be served with the
existing and diverse manufacturers’ networks delivering the same data payload as described above.
As the new North American Standards developed jointly between Measurement Canada, IEEE and ANSI
for metering and instrumentation, ANSI C12.l9/IEEE 1377/MC.19 – 2008 and ANSI C12.22/IEEE
1703/MC.22 – 2008 have just been approved in December, 2008 by the ANSI C12.17/IEEE SCC31 End
Device/MC Meter Communications Task Force working groups, an overview of the applicability of these
new Standards to the needs of the future SmartGrid is included here for the readers understanding:
The question asked by many developers and utility engineers is, "Is there a better way for the HAN
energy management system to collect the data from the meter and by-pass the utility communications
network to reduce communications loading of the Utility DistributionNet?"
The C12.22 Message Architecture provides a perfect solution for this question. The C12.22 Message
architecture, together with the C12.19 Data Model, when coupled with the C12.22 Communication
Module is a "Killer application" for the HAN energy management system metering/”Real time
pricing”/demand response scheduling, etc. As a general statement, if the meter is electronic and it has
means for communication then the "owner/Utility" of that meter would allow the home owner access to
the metrological data.
Access means letting the user read the meter into a home monitoring (or industrial monitoring) system
directly. If the Utility does not facilitate that then this is a non-starter and you are pushed back into
reading pulses (cross your fingers and hope that the multipliers do not change...).
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If you are lucky and the meters deployed use a Standard communication protocol [e.g. ANSI C12.192008 over ANSI C12.18-2006 (optical port), or ANSI C12.21-2006 (Telephone) or ANSI C12.22-2008
(Network)] then you can pull information directly from the meter. However, this is predicated by
the Utility providing the home owner with a read-only password or the default access role. Then the
metering data is available. The C12.19 data formatting Standard provides configurations for up to 8 roles
for reading/writing on a per- data table basis. C12.22 expands the protection to authentication and
encryption on a per-message basis. Ultimately the C12.19 Application controls which messages get
through and acted upon using the security tables. In a HAN it is likely that message authentication may be
used together with data access roles so that one does not impede access to home monitoring systems.
Under this kind of access you can get data such as KWH, Load Profile, Real Time Pricing and other data
that may be available from the meter, from a thermostat and any appliance that implements C12.19 over
C12.22 using the HAN available transport. ANSI C12.22 provides for communications that are "Line of
sight" or through relays. It also provides for the detection of appliances and their line-of-sight address
(when one is available). Together with the C12.22 Communication Module architecture, HAN
manufacturers can design a single C12.22/HAN communication module that can serve ANY appliance for
their specific HAN. This will benefit appliance manufacturers as their interface can be one Standard
interface for their appliances. Then, any HAN manufacturer can provide their specific C12.22
communication modules to attach the appliance to the Home network. As such it will facilitate direct
messaging as well as allowing inter-communication across WAN with the same ease.
A Home Monitoring use-case for ANSI C12.22-2008 over IP using ANSI C12.19-2008 to carry the
metrology data:
•

Home owner (or Commercial property owner) installs many "smart" ANSI C12.22 wireless (or
wired) sensors (or controllers).

•

Home owner (or Commercial property owner) installs an ANSI C12.22 wireless (or wired)
monitoring system.

•

The premises have also an installed ANSI C12.22-2008 meter (installation needs to be compliant
or else it will not plug and play).

•

The Utility MDMS is C12.22 Master Relay capable (enterprise mode) or on location acting as a
mini C12.22 Master Relay (May be integral within the Monitoring System).

•

The sensors and the meter register (associated) themselves as End Devices over the network with
the Utility Master Relay (MDMS) using the ANSI C12.22 Register Service (this makes these
devices known and available for communication world-wide)

•

The Home Monitor register itself as a "Notification Host" over the network with the Utility Master
Relay using the ANSI C12.22 Register service (this makes this device known and available for
communication world-wide and it tells the Utility to notify it whenever a new appliance or sensor
gets on/off line in the house/facility (or in any permissible location of interest) so that it can be
read by the monitoring system)/

•

As far as the Monitoring system is concerned the meter is just another appliance.

•

As a result of the registration, the Master Relay communicates to all notification hosts (e.g. Home
Monitor) the names (ApTitles) for the various appliances and meter under its jurisdiction.

•

The HAN Monitor performs C12.19 Table Reads to acquire the information of interest.

The above sequence is generic, and does not address the LAN / line-of-sight feature that C12.22 supports.
Any C12.22 Node (including a C12.22 Communication Module) may be enabled to send "Direct
Messages" to peer nodes on the same C12.22 Network Segment (e.g. radio to radio). This is accomplished
by the Node asking (See Resolve Service) for the native address of the target node (appliance) from the
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local relay (which may be separate or embedded in the meter or embedded in the HAN Monitor). i.e.
Once registered any C12.22 Node may communicate directly with any other C12.22 Node if they coreside on the same LAN segment. It is important to note that the C12.19 Data will be encoded using the
node-specific data model advertised in the node's Table 0.
It can be seen in Figure 3, that a standardized Home Area Network (HAN) based upon the work of
UCA/Utility AMI/Open HAN Architecture [ESC07] utilizing the ANSI C12.22/C12.19 to HAN comm.
module interface streamlines all connectivity to the HAN as well as any appliance device possibly
collaborated between the home owner and the Utility. It is noted again that the Consumer Appliance
Manufacturers should determine only one interface for their appliances that all HANs should design to.
The IEEE 1547 Standard addresses the connectivity issues of Distributed Resources even at the HAN and
Distribution voltages. The utility meters, HAN energy management automation controllers (EMAC)s i.e.,
Zigbee EMACs, CAN EMACs, i.e., BACnet EMACs and other end devices such as Distribution
Automation devices are interfaced to the DistributionNet with the same Distribution network
communications modules (ANSI C12.22).
The HAN/CAN Energy Management Automation Controller (EMAC) should interface to the Utility
DistributionNet via a C12.22 interface in the form of a communications module (C12.22 Comm. Module)
provided by the Utility [WACKS01]. Therefore, the Utility using this standardized scheme can have
interoperable DistributionNet devices by requiring the ANSI C12.22 interface. Remarkably, the ANSI
C12.22 interface standard was originally developed to allow huge populations of utility meters
communication independence from communications systems. This immunity allows failed or obsolescent
communication system(s) to come and go without disturbing the meter (or End Device) population.
Communications capability within the meters subject the meters to the risk of being obsolescent due to
any problems of a communications system. The C12.22 Comm. Module was intended to mate to any
meter with an ANSI C12.22 interface. An ANSI/IEEE/Measurement Canada joint Standards
subcommittee working group has been organized to produce the physical attributes of communication
modules utilizing the existing ANSI C12.22 communications standard. As its intention to be an interface
protocol to networks, it is applicable to the challenges SmartGrid has especially with DistributionNet
devices and HAN/CAN devices that need to tunnel metering or command data between the Utility
DistributionNet and any of the home or commercial appliances, loads, or generation.
Figure 3, Tomorrow’s Home Area Network/Commercial Area Network, illustrates how the multiple and
isolated distribution load control functions may be consolidated and provide further flexibility within the
HANs and CANs. With a standard interface for the appliances, distributed generation, and EVs, any
HAN or CAN may be chosen by the consumer and still be fully flexible with any future collaboration
with the Utility via Demand Response contracts and/or rate schedule riders. EVs equipped with the North
American communications standards for metering and distribution end devices will be able to provide
standard metering data wherever it may be located. EV location may be determined by it’s
C12.19/C12.22 registration action when attached to any HAN or CAN via the HAN or CAN
EMAC/C12.22 comm. module. The cell phone industry has blazed the path for Utilities to accept billing
data on a mobile basis. Albeit, the Utilities will certainly be anxious and slow to implement such a
program, the EV preparedness with a C12.19/C12.22 on board meter will keep all the options open.
Figure 2 shows how the multiple distribution enterprise systems may be consolidated utilizing the
singular Communication Protocol ANSI C12.19 to communicate the proper data/control for all of the
distribution enterprise systems. Also, it is seen that the enterprise systems are further consolidated by
utilizing IEC 61970/61968 to standardize the data packages for enterprise sharing.
For the Rural Electrification Authority (REA) and other Utilities enjoying “Multi-Speak”, it is proposed
that there be a semantic bridge developed between IEC 61970/61968 to increase Distribution Enterprise
homogeneity of all utilities in North America [NRECA07]. This may become important when the
Publish/Subscribe middleware, NASPInet Data Bus, GridStat, is implemented for the low latency times
required on the Substation, Transmission, Generation, ISO partition.
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Figure 4 shows the SCADA utilizing IEC 61850/61970. It will become necessary for the lower
communications layers to be upgraded to accommodate the NASPInet – GridStat interface as well as the
expected IEEE 1646 lower latency requirements of 2 – 4 mSec within the substations. Also, in Figure 4 it
is noted that the IEEE 1547.5 standard gives guidance for the Grid connectivity of 10 MVA Distributed
Resources. Within Figure 4 is a pictorial of the (NASPInet) in terms of GridStat [BHG+07]. The
complexity of the data paths has been simplified in that there is one data plane and one management plane
to route the data with the proper and assured latency required of each subscriber.
The key data sensors are the Phasor Measurement Unit (PMUs; also known as synchrophasors). The
NASPI work has determined that the angular displacement discovered between a normal operation and a
non-planned interruption of a large load or generator produces a signature which can be recognized from a
library of signatures of angular separation data calculated by mesh analysis techniques prior to the event.
The potentially catastrophic interruption or fault can be compensated automatically and much faster than
human intervention. A recent (and striking) example of this was where PMUs were used to successfully
identify and then manage islanding during Hurricane Gustav [GMT08]. This was done with only 21
PMUs deployed across a four-state area (far more than all but a few places in the country have, but far
less than many hope will be deployed in the eastern grid soon) and prevented large blackouts. This is a
stellar example of what could readily be called a “smart transmission grid”.
With the critical need for low latency of this phasor data from all strategic locations over the Grid and
synchronized with GPS technologies, the NASPInet has been carefully designed to accomplish this
extremely fast data collection and control. With the NASPInet superhighway for extremely critical low
latency data, it makes for an opportunity to utilize this data bus for connectivity across the Grid [Bak09a].
It is shown that the Distribution Enterprise Applications block are connected to the Data Bus via the
GridStat “Publish/Subscribe” mechanisms managed by the Quality of Service (QoS) plane. Among other
tasks, the QoS assures the latency of the data connections be met, but not exceeded to the detriment of the
Data Bus.
There are no other communications architectures known to date that are capable of managing the
extremely low latency data flow as efficiently as the NASPInet, GridStat prototype, however, there are
attributes of success of other protocol architectures such as the OPC-UA (Open Connectivity-Unified
Architecture) that should be considered for the sake of interoperability seen especially with the
compliance model incorporated. OPC-UA is an industrial effort and widely deployed open technology to
provide interoperability for data collection and control. It was developed for industrial automation and
the enterprise systems that support industry and the OPC-UA is described in a layered set of
specifications broken into Parts. It is purposely described in abstract terms and in later parts married to
existing technology on which software can be built. This layering is on purpose and helps isolate changes
in OPC-UA from changes in the technology used to implement it. Indeed, a NASPInet Data Bus instance
such as GridStat could be used to deliver different message formats from existing standards, with the
translation to and from the protocols (such as IEC 61850’s GOOSE messages, designed now for just
within a substation) being done at the “edges” of this Data Bus (so as not to slow it down).
The NASPInet technology GridStat is designed specifically for the SmartGrid. In this architecture, Utility
Grid Operations may communicate to any distribution substation or any grouping of consumer loads for
emergency load reduction utilizing the GridStat connectivity to the consolidated Distribution Enterprise
Applications. The GridStat support applications should be produced in a uniform manner for SmartGrid
utilization across the extents of the Grid.
The requirements for the data delivery services for smart grids, as outlined in [Bak09b, BHG09], seem
doable with focused effort, not decades of far-off research. Many technologies developed by the military
(for example, DARPA) can probably be brought to bear on this problem [Sch09]. However, this would
take a focused effort; if smart grid data delivery evolves like things have in the last few decades, there is
little hope that most of the dreams of the smart grid will be realized.
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Lastly, however most importantly, the Electric Utility Industry must implement one or more
“Communication standards over-sight committee(s)” to insure proper and uniform compliance and
certification of data sensor end devices, communications bridges, other communications network(s)
devices and applications. The good news is that there are at least two known efforts to do exactly
these device compliance duties:
1. The “AEIC Guidelines – 2009” soon to be published is a document produced by the Association
of Edison Illuminating Companies (AEIC). The AEIC Metering Services Committee is led by
Larry Bartow of Southern Company and has been developing this document for several years.
This document addresses at least several of the needs for the SmartGrid concerning
interoperability of the hundreds of millions of meters and other end devices in the service areas of
the Electric Utilities. In particular, the AEIC Guidelines provide purchase order templates for the
“Bread and Butter” meters and other end devices utilized by the Electric Utility Industry in terms
of the North American Joint Standards, IEEE 1377/ANSI C12.19/MC12.19 – 2008 and IEEE
1703/ANSI C12.22/MC12.22. For example, when an Electric Utility has need of purchasing
200,000 time-of-use meters, the utility metering engineer can flip to a “TOU” section of the AEIC
guidelines and basically copy a few paragraphs onto his purchase order and reference or attach the
AEIC Guidelines to his purchase order. With this simple and time saving effort, the utility
engineer has ordered with confidence 200,000 interoperable meters or end devices. Not only has
this metering engineer obtained compliance, he has participated in an “Economy of Scale”
collaboration with his participating Electric Utilities. The manufacturers of the meters and end
devices also benefit from this mechanism. The manufacturers now can concentrate on the
reliability, durability, mean time between failure and device life expectancy instead of the
previous years of diverse and specialized purchase order specifications from the Utilities. The
smartness of the Grid can be purchased piecemeal as the Utilities can afford with natural attrition
of the field devices.
2. The IEEE/ANSI/Measurement Canada Object ID Oversight Committee (OID Oversight
Committee) was established in 2008 jointly between the major Standards bodies of North
America, IEEE, ANSI and Measurement Canada. The officers of the oversight committee are :
Chairman, Terry Penn of Southern Company, Vice Chairman, Aaron Snyder of Enternex and
Secretary, Richard Tucker of Tucker Engineering Associates. These Standard bodies realized that
a uniform issuance of “AP Title addresses and Device Class codes” and a means of
communication protocol compliance testing were dire needs of the North American Utility
Industry. The Standards that these Standards Bodies had produced were alone not enough to
foster and produce the interoperability needed in the Utility Industry, so the Registrar concept was
acted upon. This oversight committee is organized with balanced membership to reflect the roles
and interests of the three Standards bodies as well as the Utilities, Manufacturers and Third Party
Developers. The major responsibility of this committee is the selection and oversight of Registrar
entities whom will perform the duties and services to the Utilities and Manufacturers in regard to
the compliance issues of the meters and other end devices. For example, the Utility ordering the
200,000 meters or end devices uses the AEIC Guidelines to accomplish his purchase order. Within
the AEIC Guidelines are the instructions for the manufacturer to obtain the appropriate AP Title
addresses, Device Class code and communications protocol compliance certificate from the OID
Oversight Committee. With the Communications Protocol Standards, AEIC Guidelines and the
OID Oversight Committee, the loop has been closed to accomplish the elusive metering and end
device interoperability for the future SmartGrid.
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SUMMARY
To use a metaphor, the durable and ultimately the successful construction of any building or structure is
directly dependant upon the accurate and well built foundation started only after a well thought out
architectural plan is drawn. The SmartGrid is no different. Before any meaningful applications can be
produced without serious miss-steps, the foundation and architecture of communications must be
determined through:
1. Proper architecture
2. Utilization of Electric Industry produced standards created through recognized standards bodies,
thus, produced through consensus of the Industry.
3. A well defined and organized committee(s) to oversee the conformance of the SmartGrid “End
devices” to the chosen Standard communications protocols to produce the elusive interoperability
and ease of communications necessary for the SmartGrid success.
The attributes of success in the DNP3 users group, efforts of UCA/Utility AMI Open HAN Task Force,
NRECA, GridWise Architecture Council, NASPI, EPRI IntelliGrid, Grid-Interop, NIST, FERC,
EEI/AEIC Metering Services Committee and the IEEE, ANSI & MC Object ID Oversight Committee
should be condensed to embody the above three foundation requirements. This paper is an attempt to
coalesce the architectures and vast knowledge of the above organizations to create a simple starting point
for the SmartGrid.
In the distant future, the concepts of the NASPInet Data Bus (e.g., GridStat) QoS may migrate into the
distribution and HAN/CAN communications if the need for managing latency and other QoS
requirements in these partitions is found to be beneficial [Bak09a]. However, for the quickly approaching
tomorrow, our SmartGrid outfitted with a strong communications foundation will alleviate North
America’s Electric Industry’s pressing needs as well as provide many economic opportunities.
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